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Officers Recommendations 

1. This report asks the Sub-Committee to consider an application for a New
Premises Licence, under section 17 of the Licensing Act 2003 for Pizza Go Go
12 Halliwick Court Parade Woodhouse Road London N12 0NB

1. WHY THIS REPORT IS NEEDED

1.1 The licensing authority having received valid representations against the application for a 
premises licence is expected to hold a hearing to consider those representations. The 
application can be determined by the licensing authority without a hearing in certain 
circumstances. 

2. REASONS FOR RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 Where a representation is submitted under Section 18 (3) of the Licencing Act 2003 the 
authority must hold a hearing to consider such representations, unless the representation 
is withdrawn, the applicant or any party or responsible authority who has made a valid 
representation agrees or where the authority considers that the representations are 
frivolous or vexatious.  

3. ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS CONSIDERED AND NOT RECOMMENDED

3.1 The Licensing Sub-Committee is required to give appropriate weight to the 
representations (including supporting information) presented by all the parties, the 
Guidance issued pursuant to section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003, the Council’s 
statement of licensing policy and the steps that are appropriate to promote the four 
licensing objectives.  

Having considered those relevant matters, the Licensing Sub-Committee is required to 
take such of the following steps (if any) as it considers appropriate for the promotion of 
the licensing objectives.  

The steps are— 

(a)  To grant the licence subject to— 

(i) conditions that are consistent with the operating schedule accompanying the 

application modified to such extent as the authority considers appropriate for the 

promotion of the licensing objectives, and  

(ii) any condition which must under section 19, 20 or 21 of the Licensing Act 2003 

be included in the licence;  

(b)    to exclude from the scope of the licence any of the licensable activities to which the 

application relates; 



(c)    to refuse to specify a person in the licence as the premises supervisor; 

(d)    to reject the application 

For the purposes of 3.1(a) (i) above, the conditions of the licence are modified if any of 

them are altered or omitted or any new conditions added. 

4. POST DECISION IMPLEMENTATION

4.1 The decision will have immediate effect 

5. IMPLICATIONS OF DECISION

5.1 Corporate Priorities and Performance 

5.1.1 Members are referred to the Council’s Licensing Policy for consideration 

5.1.2 Timely legal and fair decisions support objectives are contained within the Corporate 
Plan. In particular in relation to a “successful London borough” by ensuring that only 
legal, well-regulated licensable activities occur within the borough. 

5.2 Resources (Finance & Value for Money, Procurement, Staffing, IT, Property, 
Sustainability) 

5.2.1 N/A 

5.3 Legal and Constitutional References 

5.3.1 The Licensing Act 2003 sets out how applications for premises licences should be dealt 
with where valid representations have been submitted. 

5.3.2 Under the Council’s Constitution, Article 7, the licensing sub-committee has 
responsibility delegated to it (from the Licensing Committee) for licensing hearings 
concerning all licensing matters. 

5.4 Risk Management 

5.4.1  N/A 

5.5 Equalities and Diversity 

5.5.1 Licence applications are dealt with according to the provisions of the Licensing Act 2003 
and associated Regulations which allow both applications and representations to 
applications to be made by all sectors. 

5.6 Consultation and Engagement 

5.6.1 The statutory consultation process has been followed in accordance with the Licensing 



Act 2003. 

6. BACKGROUND PAPERS

6.1 The application and report of the Licensing Officer and appendices are attached to this 
report. 



Officers Report 



LICENSING ACT 2003 

OFFICERS REPORT 

Pizza Go Go 12 Halliwick Court Parade 
Woodhouse Road 
London N12 0NB 

1. The Applicants

The application was submitted by Mr Rafaqat Ali.

2. Application

The application before the subcommittee was submitted on 25th January 2022 under Section 17 of the
Licensing Act 2003 for an application for a New Premises Licence.  The application seeks to apply for
the following:-

Provision of Late Night Refreshment

Monday 23:00hrs – 05:00hrs 

Tuesday 23:00hrs – 05:00hrs 

Wednesday 23:00hrs – 05:00hrs 

Thursday 23:00hrs – 05:00hrs 

Friday 23:00hrs – 05:00hrs 

Saturday 23:00hrs – 05:00hrs 

Sunday 23:00hrs – 05:00hrs 

A full copy of the application form and the plan can be seen attached to this report in Annex 1.  

3. Conditions agreed with Police

During the consultation period, the applicant was in communication with the Police.  They came to an
agreement in terms of conditions, which will be connected to the licence should the committee be
minded to grant the licence today.  Please see details of this agreement below.

•  A CCTV system comprising of a multi camera system will be installed at the premises capable of
the following;
a)  The head unit (recorder) for storing the images will store such data on a hard drive or a

similar quality medium (locally or accessible from a central location)
b)  If the head unit (recorder) is kept on the premises it must be located in a secure cabinet or

other secure area, preferably out of the sight and reach of the public.
c)  A CD/DVD burner, USB type device or media storage database (i.e. Cloud) will also form part

of the system to facilitate making copies of the footage
d)  The quality of the images must be of a sufficiently high standard to allow identification of

the subject matter
e)  Cameras will cover key areas identified by the operator and Police. These will include clear

headshots of persons entering the premises, any till areas and the road outside where
delivery drivers are instructed to wait to collect orders.

f)  Images must be retained for a minimum period of 31 days before overwriting



g) The images will be made available in reasonable time on demand by the Police and
authorised officers of the London Borough of Barnet

h)  CCTV footage must be provided in an immediately viewable format and must include any
software, etc. which is required to view the footage. Any discs, portable drives or other
storage media onto which the footage is transferred must be provided by the premises.

i)  Ideally a member of staff who is trained to operate the CCTV system and supply the footage

must be present at the premises at all times when licensable activities are taking place. This
system will be fully maintained at all times to ensure correct operation

j)  If for any reason there is not a member of staff on site who can operate the CCTV system.
Staff must be able to provide a contact number of the person who can and that person must
be able to attend the venue at a reasonable time as agreed with the police or local authority
personnel’s.

•  Between the hours of 23:00 hrs and 05:00 hrs the premises will not be open to the public. All
service of late night refreshment will be by delivery. Customers living close by wishing to collect
in person must have pre-paid via online/ telephone purchase and collect at the door.

•  Delivery drivers must not cause a nuisance to residents living in the area. Engines must be
switched off when not in use and drivers must not cause any anti-social behaviour that has an
adverse impact on people living nearby.

The full Police agreement can be seen attached to this report in Annex 2. 

4. Representations

The Licensing Team received 7 valid representations from local residents and one Local Ward 
Councillor.  The representations relate to the Licensing objectives of crime and disorder & the 
prevention of public nuisance 

The full representations can be found in Annex 3. 

5. Attaching conditions

The operating schedule, which is part of the application, includes certain additional steps that the 
applicant will take to protect the licensing objectives. These will become enforceable conditions, 
should the licence be granted. The Police have also proposed conditions that been agreed by the 
Applicant.  Additional conditions may be attached to the licence if the committee thinks it appropriate. 

The Committee must have regard to all of the representations made and the evidence it hears and is 
asked to note that it may not attach conditions or reject the whole or part of the application merely 
because it considers it desirable to do so.  It must actually be appropriate in order to promote the 
licensing objectives. 

In relation to conditions, the statutory guidance at chapter 10.8 states that “The licensing authority may 
not impose any conditions unless its discretion has been engaged following receipt of relevant 
representations and it is satisfied as a result of a hearing (unless all parties agree a hearing is not 
necessary) that it is appropriate to impose conditions to promote one or more of the four licensing 
objectives.  In order to promote the crime prevention licensing objective conditions may be included that 
are aimed at preventing illegal working in licensed premises. This provision also applies to minor 
variations. 

Full Copies of the Councils Statement of Licensing Policy, the Statutory Guidance to the Act and the 
Council’s Guide to Good Practice at Licensed Premises will be available at the Licensing Sub 
Committee hearing or in advance if required.   



Zekiel Cudjoe  
Licensing Officer 

Annex 1 – Application Form 

Annex 2 – Conditions agreed with Police 

Annex 3 – Representations 
Annex 4 – Matters for Decision 
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Zekiel,  
 
Please find email (below) agreement to conditions to be applied to the licence.  
 
There will be no police objections with these conditions in place.  
 
Regards 

Vicky Wilcock 
PC1349NW Wilcock 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

Licensing North West Area | Barnet SPOC    REDUCE PAPER WASTE 
Based at Harrow Police Station                      Please send applications via email to: 
and High Barnet Police Station                       NWMailbox.LicensingBarnet@met.police.uk 

Work Mobile 07387120370 

 
From: R Ali <ali78_london@hotmail.com>  
Sent: 08 February 2022 14:11 
To: NW Mailbox - Licensing Barnet <NWMailbox.LicensingBarnet@met.police.uk> 
Subject: Re: New Premises licence - Pizza Go Go 12 Halliwick Court Parade N12 0NB  

 

Hi; 
 
Just to confirm we have agreed with all the terms which you sent us in the email below on 
26th January 2022. 
 
The existing CCTV  is fulfilling all your requirements which are mentioned in the email below 
and we will be happy to follow all the given instructions and agreed. 
 
 
 
Yours Sincerely 
 
R Ali 
Pizza GoGo Friern Barnet 

 
From: Vicky.Johnson@met.police.uk <Vicky.Johnson@met.police.uk> on behalf of 
NWMailbox.LicensingBarnet@met.police.uk <NWMailbox.LicensingBarnet@met.police.uk> 
Sent: 08 February 2022 13:57 
To: ali78_london@hotmail.com <ali78_london@hotmail.com> 
Subject: FW: New Premises licence - Pizza Go Go 12 Halliwick Court Parade N12 0NB  

  
Rafaqat,  
  
I have yet to receive a reply to the email (below) sent to you 26th January 2022.  
  
Please get back to me asap.  
  
Regards 

Vicky Wilcock 

PC1349NW Wilcock 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Licensing North West Area | Barnet SPOC    REDUCE PAPER WASTE 
Based at Harrow Police Station                      Please send applications via email to: 
and High Barnet Police Station                       NWMailbox.LicensingBarnet@met.police.uk 
Work Mobile 07387120370 
  
From: Wilcock Vicky T - NW-CU On Behalf Of NW Mailbox - Licensing Barnet 
Sent: 26 January 2022 09:38 
To: ali78_london@hotmail.com 
Subject: New Premises licence - Pizza Go Go 12 Halliwick Court Parade N12 0NB  
  
Rafaqat,  
  
We are in receipt of your application for a late night refreshment licence for the above address.  
  
We would like to agree the following conditions to be applied to the licence;  
  

•       A CCTV system comprising of a multi camera system will be installed at the premises capable of 
the following; 
a)       The head unit (recorder) for storing the images will store such data on a hard drive or a 

similar quality medium (locally or accessible from a central location)  
b)      If the head unit (recorder) is kept on the premises it must be located in a secure cabinet or 

other secure area, preferably out of the sight and reach of the public. 
c)       A CD/DVD burner, USB type device or media storage database (i.e. Cloud) will also form part 

of the system to facilitate making copies of the footage 
d)      The quality of the images must be of a sufficiently high standard to allow identification of 

the subject matter 
e)      Cameras will cover key areas identified by the operator and Police. These will include clear 

headshots of persons entering the premises, any till areas and the road outside where 
delivery drivers are instructed to wait to collect orders.  

f)        Images must be retained for a minimum period of 31 days before overwriting 
g)       The images will be made available in reasonable time on demand by the Police and 

authorised officers of the London Borough of Barnet 
h)      CCTV footage must be provided in an immediately viewable format and must include any 

software, etc. which is required to view the footage. Any discs, portable drives or other 
storage media onto which the footage is transferred must be provided by the premises. 

i)        Ideally a member of staff who is trained to operate the CCTV system and supply the footage 

must be present at the premises at all times when licensable activities are taking place. This 
system will be fully maintained at all times to ensure correct operation 

j)        If for any reason there is not a member of staff on site who can operate the CCTV system. 
Staff must be able to provide a contact number of the person who can and that person must 
be able to attend the venue at a reasonable time as agreed with the police or local authority 
personnel’s.  

•       Between the hours of 23:00 hrs and 05:00 hrs the premises will not be open to the public. All 
service of late night refreshment will be by delivery. Customers living close by wishing to collect 
in person must have pre-paid via online/ telephone purchase and collect at the door.  

•       Delivery drivers must not cause a nuisance to residents living in the area. Engines must be 
switched off when not in use and drivers must not cause any anti-social behaviour that has an 
adverse impact on people living nearby.  

  
Regards 

Vicky Wilcock 

PC1349NW Wilcock 

mailto:NWMailbox.LicensingBarnet@met.police.uk
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_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Licensing North West Area | Barnet SPOC    REDUCE PAPER WASTE 
Based at Harrow Police Station                      Please send applications via email to: 
and High Barnet Police Station                       NWMailbox.LicensingBarnet@met.police.uk 
Work Mobile 07387120370 
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Chloe Malaki’s representation   
 
Chloe MALAKI  
Forwarded message ----- 
From: Chloe levassor <XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX> 
To: licensingadmin@barnet.gov.uk <licensingadmin@barnet.gov.uk> 
Sent: Wednesday, 16 February 2022, 09:01:12 GMT 
Subject: Late Night Refreshment Premises Licence, Pizza Gogo, N12 0NB 
 
Dear Madam or Sir, 
 
Re Late Night Refreshment Premises Licence, Pizza Gogo, 12 Halliwick Court 
Parade, Woodhouse Road, LONDON N12 0NB -LAPRE1/22/65450 
 
I am the owner of Flat XX Halliwick Court, Woodhouse Road, London N12 XXX and 
make representations to oppose the granting of a late night refreshment licence to 
Pizza Gogo on the following grounds. 
 
The prevention of public nuisance 
 
1. Flat 21 is directly above Pizza Gogo. Presently, the noise coming from the 
extractor fan and the vents means that there is no chance of sleeping before these 
are turned off. The previous owners of Pizza Gogo were mindful of this and the 
extractor fans and vents were turned off and the shop closed by the very latest at 
midnight. Now the new owner is already operating outside of their current licence 
and they leave the fans on, make noise in the shop, bring up and down the metal 
shutters and do not leave the shop until 4.30am. They show no respect for people 
trying to sleep and rest. They leave the shop and get in the car speaking to each 
other loudly. No one is able to sleep at Flat 21 Halliwick Court. This is a public 
nuisance. This is having an adverse effect on my mental health. 
 
2. If the extended licence is granted, customers and delivery drivers will be outside 
our flats and will not respect the need we all have to rest and to sleep so that we are 
able to go to work. The increase in customers and delivery drivers including cars and 
motorbikes will create a further public nuisance. 
 
3. If this licence is granted, which it really should not be, then other fast food 
businesses will follow suit which means that there will be a further increase in noise 
and activity in the vicinity. More residents will be disturbed by the noise from 
extractor fans, customers and delivery drivers and the constant activity that this will 
bring to the area. This too is a further public nuisance. 
 
 
Prevention of crime and disorder 
 
1. The area in which Pizza Gogo is situated is quiet and dead when the fast food 
outlets close. This is a suburban family area. There are many schools within the 
area. There are no nightclubs and none of the other fast food outlets are open past 
midnight. There is no need for a pizza shop to be open until 5am in this area. 
However, even without an extended licence Pizza Gogo, seems to be operating until 
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4.30am. I have no idea what the workers are doing in the shop until 4.30am currently 
but there is a huge amount of noise. As residents we are concerned that this request 
for an extended licence could be a front for something else and we are concerned 
that there could be links to crime and disorder including money laundering. 
 
2. A late night refreshment licence means that people may attend the premises 
inebriated or under the influence of other substances and this could lead to an 
increase in crime in the area and to disorder outside our bedroom windows. 
 
3. These flats above Pizza Gogo are homes. We do not want our homes to be in an 
area where there could be an increase in crime and disorder and where people 
intent on causing criminal damage or disorder may try to enter our block of flats. 
 
Public safety 
 
1. An increase in activity means more rubbish. Since the current owners have taken 
over, I have noticed more rubbish outside the shop. The outside space at the back of 
the shop is being used as a dumping ground for pizza boxes and old lights. The 
previous owner had grown plants there and nurtured the plants. These are now all 
dead. 
 
2. An increase in activity means a potential for more vermin particularly when rubbish 
seems to be accumulating in the back yard.  
 
The protection of children from harm 
 
1. There are many schools in the area and there are many children and young 
people living in the vicinity of Pizza Gogo. With an increase in commercial activity 
and public nuisance, this alone means that children will ne disturbed in their sleep. 
This lack of sleep will have an adverse effect on their emotional well being and 
performance at school. The potential for an increase in crime and disorder that an 
extended licence could bring also means that more children may become involved in 
criminal activities. We owe to the children of our community to protect them from 
harm. This means that all children are able to get a good night's night and that they 
are not being exposed directly or indirectly to potential criminal activities. 
 
I ask that our need for privacy, for rest and sleep and to be able to enjoy a modicum 
of peace within our homes that this extended licence is not granted on the basis of 
public safety, the prevention of crime and disorder, the prevention of public nuisance 
and the protection of children from harm. 
 
Please do not hesitate to contact me should you have any further questions. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
Chloe MALAKI 
XXXXXXXXXXX 
 
 



 
Cllr Pauline Coakley Webb’s representation  
 
From: CoakleyWebb, Cllr Pauline <Cllr.P.CoakleyWebb@Barnet.gov.uk>  
Sent: 22 February 2022 15:51 
To: Cudjoe, Zekiel <Zekiel.Cudjoe@Barnet.gov.uk> 
Cc: Rawlings, Cllr Barry <Cllr.B.Rawlings@barnet.gov.uk>; Patel, Cllr Reema 
<Cllr.R.Patel@Barnet.gov.uk> 
Subject: Re: New Premises licence - Pizza Go Go 12 Halliwick Court Parade N12 
0NB  
 
Dear Zekiel, 
 
With regards to this licensing for the premises to be open for takeaway until 5am , I 
have read the conditions put forward by the police. However, this extension will 
regardless of conditions,  have a detrimental effect on the quality of life for the 
resident's living this parade of shops.  
Even if mopeds / cars wait with engines off this does not cancel the noise of their 
arrival or of their leaving.  
Having dealt with previous complaints of noise , rubbish, and vermin at the back of 
this parade, and knowing that some of the residents are vulnerable I do not consider 
it desirable for the peace and quality of life for the residents living above to be 
plagued with any disruption to their sleep. 
Please acknowledge receipt 
 
Kind regards 
Cllr Pauline Coakley Webb 
Coppetts ward 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Saroj Thakrar’s representation  
 
FromXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX <XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX >  
Sent: 20 February 2022 16:03 
To: LicensingAdmin <LicensingAdmin@barnet.gov.uk> 
Subject: Objection to Application Ref: LAPRE1/22/65450 -PIZZA GOGO 12 
Halliwick Court 
 

** Warning External Email ** 

Herewith objection to application from Saroj Thakrar, resident of XX Haliwick Court. 
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Imdukumar Thakrar’s representation  
 
From: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX <XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX >  
Sent: 20 February 2022 15:59 
To: LicensingAdmin <LicensingAdmin@barnet.gov.uk> 
Subject: Objection to application LAPRE1/22/65450 PIZZA GOGO 12 Halliwick 
Court. 
 

** Warning External Email ** 

Herewith objection from Imdukumar Thakrar of XX Halliwick Court.
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Dr Danielle Deboutte’s representation  

Dear Sir/Madam, 

Licensing Application comments have been made. A summary of the comments is 
provided below. 

Comments were submitted at 16/02/2022 11:32 AM from Dr Danielle Deboutte. 

Application Summary 

Address: 12 Halliwick Court Parade Woodhouse Road London N12 0NB  

Proposal: New Premises Licence  

Case Officer: Zekiel Cudjoe  

 
Click for further information 

 

Customer Details 

Name: Dr Danielle Deboutte 

Email: XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX 

Address: XX Halliwick Court, Woodhouse Road, London N12 XXX 

 

Comments Details 

Commenter 
Type: 

Neighbour 

Stance: Customer objects to the Licensing Application 

Reasons for 
comment: 

- Crime and Nuisance  
- Nuisance  
- Nuisance and Safety  
- Public Safety  

Comments: 16/02/2022 11:32 AM As a resident of XX, Halliwick Court, N12 XXX, I object 
against the application for late-night licensing from Pizza Go-Go at number 12, 
Halliwick Court, N12 0NB. The business is located on the ground floor of a 
residential building, as are two other take-aways, currently licensed until 11 pm. 
The Council has been informed in the past of the nuisance caused by the food 
shops in terms of noise, rubbish, and vermin (Ref. SSCP/21/09802). The noise of 
a flue being used late at night is particularly disturbing.  
In addition to more noise and rubbish, a late-night license, 7 days a week, for 
Pizza Go-Go would cause further environmental disturbance from an increase in 

https://gbr01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fpublicaccess.barnet.gov.uk%2Fonline-applications%2FcentralDistribution.do%3FcaseType%3DLicencingApplication%26keyVal%3DR69KE7JI0L100&data=04%7C01%7CZekiel.Cudjoe%40Barnet.gov.uk%7C2d49240553054bd8528608d9f13ff6ad%7C1ba468b914144675be4f53c478ad47bb%7C0%7C0%7C637806079282486481%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000&sdata=dLYfOtQr5MtyX8UmXJwIxHLUIYKFrii0lBj97wrKo5Y%3D&reserved=0


traffic caused by delivery drivers (cars and motorbikes) and from late-night 
customers. There is no late-night social activity in this part of Barnet, and potential 
customers would have to wait around the shop. The risk of a gathering at night in 
London resulting in violence is real and should be avoided.  
It is well known that fast food and sugary drinks, the commodities sold by the 
take-away, increase the risk of obesity, especially when consumed late at night. 
The NHS is conducting a nationwide campaign against obesity as a cause of 
heart disease, hypertension, stroke, and kidney failure. Promoting the late-night 
sale of fast food goes directly against the current public health policy in this 
country.  

 
 
 
Frances Martin’s representation  
 
 
From: Frances Martin <XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>  
Sent: 14 February 2022 12:19 
To: LicensingAdmin <LicensingAdmin@barnet.gov.uk> 
Cc: Frances Martin <XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX> 
Subject: Objection to application ref: LAPRE1/22/65450 Pizza GoGo 
 

** Warning External Email ** 

REF: LAPRE1/22/65450 12 Halliwick Court Parade. 
I wish to place an objection to the application for Pizza GoGo to extend their opening 
hours  to 05a.m.  I am a resident of Halliwick Court and wish to object on the 
grounds of 'prevention of public nuisance' due to the following reasons: 
 
The very loud noise from the industral extractor Fan/s during the night and the early 
hours of the morning. This will be increased 5 fold.    The noise and disturbance 
already has a huge inpact on my quality of life. This is mainly due to sleep 
deprevation and mental well -being.  
Delivery drivers often cause obstructions along the pavement and block the entrance 
to the residential flats above the Pizza GoGo. This obstruction, in all probality, will 
increase. The noise of  engines and the revving of the engines causes 
pollution.  With the increased hours this will increase  harmful particles detrimental to 
people living in their homes in the residential flats.  Noisy horns tooting and drivers 
on their phones and gathering outside PizzaGoGo are a public nuisance as shooting 
occurs.  Extended hours will increase this 
  
Customers gathering and queuing up outside  Pizza GoGo can cause anti social 
behaviour and disorder linked to alcohol fulled crime and disorder  in the night time 
economy such as fast food takeaways. 
 
Increased litter and overflowing bins will increase the vermin problem. 
Finally the trustworthiness of the licence holder to adhere to the licensing laws needs 
to be considered.  Despite the current licence being effective until 11p.m. the 
premises regularly do not switch off the industrial fan which disturbs the local 
residents. 

mailto:greengage08@yahoo.co.uk
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From F. Martin, XX Halliwick Court. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yucef Hezili’s representation  
 
From: Yucef Hezili Films <XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX>  
Sent: 02 February 2022 05:07 
To: LicensingAdmin <LicensingAdmin@barnet.gov.uk> 
Subject: New Premises Licence Complaint. Reference LAPRE1/22/65450 - Pizza 
Gogo Friern Barnet. 
 

** Warning External Email ** 

To whom it may concern, 
 
My name is Yucef Hezili and I live at flat XX Halliwick Court, Woodhouse Road, 
Friern Barnet, N12 XXX with my partner Serene Antony. 
We would like to oppose the new premises licence application that is currently 
pending for the Pizza Gogo, 12 Halliwick Court Parade, Woodhouse Road, Friern 
Barnet N12 0NB business that our flat directly sits on top of, based on the extractor 
fan being already extremely noisy and the new current owners have been keeping 
the fan on way past the official opening hours since they took over, just recently. The 
extractor fans runs up the back of our property (20-23 Halliwick Court, four flats) and 
is obviously already a bane to us and our sleep and the other tenants of the building, 
two of the flats being owned by 60+ year old's who are not quite computer-literate, 
also do not want the hours to be extended to 5am.  
 
The stores official opening hours on the pizza gogo website are listed as 11:30am-
1am, but the recent new owners in the weekdays have regularly been leaving the 
extractor fan on until 2:30-3:00am Monday-Thursday and switching it off at 
almost precisely 4am Friday-Sunday. I have noted the times and recorded video 

mailto:yucefhezili@gmail.com
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where possible. As far as I am aware, they are breaking the law by currently 
operating the business outside of the current licence regulations.  
 
The previous manager who ran the shop himself left about a month or so ago I 
believe and he made sure that the business closed down accordingly and was 
respectful of the tenants of the building. After enquiring at the store about the recent 
change in the fan being left on late recently and the business being open until 4am, 
one of the staff became very hostile and refused to answer any of my queries. He 
pointed at the blue paper new premises application that was hung up in the window, 
so I took a picture of it to gather the details. When returning from my work the next 
day I discovered that they had removed the application notice from display. The new 
people currently working are doing as they please and we are all perturbed by this 
change in the extractor fan being left on longer recently and our worst nightmare is 
for the extension of the hours of the business for even more noise and more blatant 
disregard of the law from the people who have applied for the licence. 
 
Tonight or this morning I should say, they switched off the fan and closed down the 
business at 2.58am (Weds 2nd Feb). I and many of us here have early starts in the 
morning for work leaving at 6am etc. Its already very hard to sleep with the noise and 
we would like to request that the licence to extend the hours to be with withdrawn 
please. A potential fear is that they will turn the premises into selling other items or 
foods in staying open until 5am such as kebabs etc, which in turn may require more 
staff, a bigger, noisier extraction fan and more noise from the staff outside, not to 
mention noise from the public coming in the early hours of the morning dwelling 
outside of our property, as all the other shops around here are closed by 12am.  
 
I have attached two videos and two stills with audio of the extractor being fan being 
used way beyond what the current licence permits. One was taken on the 16th 
January 3:41am and the other video is last sunday/monday morning 31st Jan 
3:48am. I apologise if the videos are not as clear as they could be. 
 
Any additional information needed please let me know, 
 
Thanks for your time, 
 
Yucef Hezili. 
 



Annex 4 

Matters for Decision 



MATTERS FOR DECISION 
 

Pizza Go GO  
12 Halliwick Court Parade Woodhouse Road N12 0NB 

London  
The Provision of Late Night Refreshment  
Standard Days and Timings 

 

Day Proposed 
start time 

Proposed finish time Granted as 
application 

Amended to: Refused  

Monday 23:00 05:00    

Tuesday 23:00 05:00    

Wednesday 23:00 05:00    

Thursday 23:00 05:00    

Friday 23:00 05:00    

Saturday 23:00 05:00    

Sunday 23:00 05:00    
 
 

Added conditions, if any: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Reasons for decisions above: 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 




